
Ethics of 360 video



Ethical concerns

● The use of 360/VR video is potentially problematic in multiple ways:
● The equipment itself:

○ Lack of accessibility (high-end VR tends to be expensive and financially 
out-of-reach for many people)

○ Challenges in accommodating individuals with visual, hearing or mobility 
issues

○ Can literally cause nausea and “cybersickness” 
● The content itself:

○ How does what we’re seeing/experiencing influence us psychologically?
○ What are the ethics behind creating 360/VR content? 

 



The ethics of shooting 360 video

● We can look to our approaches and practices with flat photography and video as a starting 
point

● For example:
○ Shooting in public locations is OK (some exceptions for security)
○ Can’t do anything illegal while shooting
○ Can’t obstruct public areas with tons of gear (need a permit for that)
○ You’ll likely need to seek permission to shoot on private property (or just do it until you 

get kicked out)
○ Members of the public have a reasonable right to privacy
○ Double check your local jurisdiction’s policies about filming and what you can film (i.e. 

Quebec is way different than Ontario) 
○ https://pencanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Photography-Know-your-rights-poster.pdf

https://pencanada.ca/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/Photography-Know-your-rights-poster.pdf


But...

● 360 video works differently 
than other forms of visual 
recording

● Laws and social norms have 
yet to catch up with 
immersive filming

● There are ethical concerns 
about 360 video from both 
production and presentation 
perspectives



Privacy concerns

● 360 cameras can be very small and 
discrete; people unaware you’re filming

● 360 captures video in all directions; you 
intend to shoot something specific, but 
could inadvertently record someone 
doing something private with the other 
lens 

● People are rightfully wary and 
concerned about surveillance 



Things we can do

● Check your 360 footage carefully; you may have recorded something unintentionally 
that could cause someone a lot of embarrassment if made public

● Offer clues to the public that you’re filming:
○ Using a monopod helps a lot
○ Explain to anyone who asks what you’re doing
○ In some cases, documentary filmmakers use signage to indicate that filming is 

going on
○ You could consider blurring faces in post-production to keep them from being 

identifiable
● If anyone will be prominently visible and clearly identifiable in your project (i.e. 

primary subject), would highly suggest having them sign a waiver



Context matters



Context matters

● Are you creating a story about a very sensitive topic? (i.e. addiction, homelessness, 
abuse)

● Are you filming in areas or neighbourhoods where there are likely to many members 
of a marginalized community? 

● Does your project involve filming minors? 
● Some stories will warrant more consideration about privacy
● At some point, it becomes impossible to get written consent from anyone who could 

appear in your video, but really think about the context of your story and where it may 
be necessary



Concerns over staging and creative license

● All documentary or video journalism involves a certain amount of finessing, manipulation 
or management (i.e. shooting sequences, adjusting lighting)

● In some ways, staging for a 360 video shoot may involve even more behind-the-scenes 
manipulation because you’re trying to stage one perfect unbroken wide shot:
○ Rehearsing the action
○ Shooting multiple takes
○ Choosing where you position subjects
○ Clearing the scene of obstructions or rearranging the environment to be more friendly 

for 360 video
○ Blurring out the monopod or other recording equipment in post-production
○ In some ways, this is compounded by the idea that many 360/VR video experiences 

are intended to be fly-on-the-wall, immersive, “real life” perspectives



Good advice

“The moment your influence starts to skew the image in some way, if it starts to change the 
editorial content, that’s pushing it too far in some way in my opinion. That’s when you’re 
creating reality, not capturing it.”

- Robert Osbourne, journalist and documentary filmmakers



Considerations about staging/presentation

● Doing a little tidying up of the scene (i.e. removing trash bins, shutting window blinds for 
better lighting) is generally OK - but don’t remove or add anything that skews the context 
or viewer perception (i.e. Interviewing a pro-gun owner and bringing a pile of firearms into 
his den, when in reality they keep them securely locked away in another part of the 
house)

● Rehearsing action is generally OK - but as long as what the subject is doing is what they 
would normally be doing anyways 

● Also: how are you describing your video? If you’re framing it as a “real life” experience, 
that’s a bit different than a “dramatic reconstruction”

● Be upfront and transparent about what kind of video you’re presenting and if anything 
has been digitally altered (i.e. adding flames and smoke to portray a burning house)



Physical and psychological effects



VR’s effects on the brain

● We know about some 
physical side effects (i.e. 
nausea, headaches)

● Numerous studies indicate 
VR can have powerful 
psychological effects, 
particularly empathy building

● VR is finding its way into 
research about treating 
mental health issues, phobias 
and Alzheimer’s 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YOuw6gMj1d0


Concerns

● It’s possible VR experiences 
can trigger anxiety, panic any 
other adverse reactions

● Can we truly call this empathy 
(and is it wise to do so?)

● Increasing concerns that VR 
could encode biases 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N5Ya9F28ks4


Limits of VR

“The best we can do with VR is to see what it might be like for us to experience some forms of 
temporary racial discrimination or of becoming homeless; and even in these cases, we should be 
careful to distinguish between realistic and gamified experiences of homelessness and racism. For all 
its potential, VR can’t show us what it’s like to be someone else … VR is an important tool, and 
research shows that it can radically affect the way we think about the world. But we shouldn’t be so 
quick to assume that it endows us with true, first-person, empathetic understanding.”

- Erick Ramirez, Santa Clara University 



Confronting our future

● This news story is about a 
controversial virtual reality project 
in South Korea that digitally 
“re-created” a mother’s deceased 
daughter

● I personally found this a very 
difficult video to watch (and 
completely understand if you’d 
like to break away for a moment), 
but I think experiments like this 
raise important ethical questions 
about VR

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0p8HZVCZSkc


Things to consider before pursuing VR projects

● What physical or psychological discomfort might my immersive content put people 
through?

● Would my viewer benefit from having some warning about a potentially anxiety-inducing 
experience?

● Would additional context and explanation be useful to help the viewer understand and 
process the experience (i.e. making the objectives of the content clear, what they may 
experience, being transparent about whether it’s gamified or has simulated elements)?

● In some cases (i.e. specifically related to mental health, therapy), might a professional be 
required to be on hand while the viewer experiences the content



What kinds of interesting ethical 
issues do you believe VR raises?


